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there has been an almost five fold increase in
the number of fully identified genetic disorders.3 With the localisation of genes to regions of chromosomes, it became possible to
compare the DNA profile of possible carriers
with those of affected subjects. However, until
the precise gene location was identified and the
gene sequenced, there remained an element of
doubt about the diagnosis. Even with a more
precise determination of gene position and
sequence, if there are a number of possible
deletions responsible for a condition then
DNA from the affected family member may
still be needed.
Hence genetic screening has traditionally
depended upon the diagnosis of an index case
before the identification of carriers. The process is similar to dropping a pebble into water
and watching ripples spread out.
Overall fewer than 20% of pregnancies at
risk of important single gene disorders can be
predicted on the basis of a positive family
history; for multifactorial malformations the
figure is only 10% and for chromosomal disorders under 5%.1 Hence selective testing of
pregnancies on the basis of a positive family
history, while of benefit to the families concerned, can never have a major impact on the
birth frequency of these genetic conditions.
Thus, working outwards from an index case
(the 'inwards-outwards' approach) will be an
inadequate strategy to deal with a problem of
increasing public health importance. For those
In 1900, the infant mortality rate for England autosomal recessive conditions where a simple
and Wales was 154 deaths per 1000 live births, test is available to allow mass carrier screening,
with 4 5/1000 of the total resulting from gen- a different approach is required. For these
etic disease. By 1980 the infant mortality rate programmes, the initial starting point will be
had been reduced to 12/1000. However, the screening of subjects with the population level
death rate from genetic disorders remained of risk of possessing the abnormal gene in
unaltered.' Thus the proportion of infant order to identify carriers. This may be foldeaths resulting from genetic disease has lowed by screening of partners to identify
couples 'at risk', who may be offered prenatal
increased from 3 to 40%.
Historically, carriers became aware of their diagnosis when appropriate. In comparison
genetic status following the diagnosis of an with the traditional model, this could be deaffected child. The couple then had to choose scribed as 'outwards-in' (figure).
The skills and organisation required for the
between not trying to conceive further children, adoption, or taking a risk with subse- 'inwards-out' and 'outwards-in' models may
quent pregnancies. It was not possible to in- be quite different. Hence, a separate specialty
form other family members of their gene status of community genetics has been proposed,4
although as yet there is no consensus as to its
other than an estimation of risk.
For a few disorders, carriers could be role and boundaries. The UK Clinical Gendetected by haematological or biochemical etics Society has established a working party in
techniques. For example, subjects with the an attempt to produce a consensus definition of
sickle cell trait possess haemoglobin S and community genetics.'
The use of the word 'community' may be
haemoglobin A, and the two forms of haemomisleading in that community genetics should
globin will separate on electrophoresis.2
Significant advances in DNA technology not exclude screening performed within an
have revolutionised clinical genetics and dra- antenatal clinic, simply because it occurs in a
matically improved options available to geneti- hospital. Similarly the definition should not
cists and their patients. Over the last 25 years include testing triggered by an index case that
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carriers of a gene for cystic fibrosis,'3 that is
there are at least 2 million carriers within the
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However, in view of understandable ethical
the development of clinical population genetics will require careful consideration. The possibility of screening for 'adult
diseases' during childhood will need particular
concerns,22
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attention.23 Thus, clinical population genetics
should be clearly defined, with aims and objectives to allow evaluation and a formal structure
which demands evidence of benefit before
investment occurs. The model described of an
'umbrella' structure managed by public health
physicians, covering a collection of similar
screening programmes using the 'outwards-in'
approach, may be a way of ensuring that the
promised health gain is secured.

